
Train Starting System 
 

By Tom Pancero CMC Volunteer & CRRC Historian. 

 

A Train Starting System (TSS) managed movement of passengers for 

safe dispatch of trains. 

 

 A Train Starting System had four stations.  Its heart was a Directors’ 

Console centered at the Directors’ Desk in Tower A.  Gate Attendants had a 

TSS station at the door to the ramp. The Conductor, according to verbal 

history, had a similar station on the platform.  Communication with an 

Engineer was accomplished with a signal located in the center of the train 

shed (platform).  

 

 Each gate on the Concourse could handle Northbound or Southbound 

trains, so each unit of this system had two sides, North and South. 

 

 
 

Train Directors Console also has the interface to the Railroad Telephone 

network (right side of panel). 

 



 
LEFT: Train Shed Platform Signal Box. 

RIGHT: Conductor’s Platform Signal Box 

 

     The white light in the center of the Train Shed Platform Signal Box is to 

make the signal easier to locate by the train crew. 

 

Procedure: 

 

 When ready for passengers, a Conductor would press a button on the 

platform signal box (above right), that indicated track and direction for the 

train. That registered a red indication on the platform signal box (above left) 

near the center of the shed. Simultaneously, it registered on the TSS console 

in the tower, at the Conductors box on the platform, and at the Track 

Attendant’s box located at the doors in the Concourse. 

 

 
 



 

The Senior Train Director pressed the Acknowledge button on the console, 

changing the Console signal to Yellow, and turned the Gate Attendant’s 

signal to Green. 

 

 
 

 

  Track Attendant will then open Concourse doors and direct passengers to 

train. 

 When the last passengers are at the foot of the gate, the Train 

Attendant presses his button. This acknowledgment will display a  

Green/Yellow indication on the console and a Green indication on the 

Conductors box.  

 



 

           When the train is loaded and ready to move, the Conductor will press a 

platform box button, putting out the Yellow light leaving the Green indicator 

on the Console.  The Senior Train Director press Acknowledge and the 

Platform signal changes from Red to Yellow. 

 

 
 

 

 In an emergency, the Train Director may hold a train by canceling all 

signal indications by pressing the RESET button for the platform. 

 

When the route to the Main line is locked and ready, the Senior Train 

Director presses Acknowledge one more time. That gives the engine crew 

their Green light to proceed. 

 

 
 

 

           After the train has cleared the station platform, the Train Director will 

press the Restore button returning the system to normal, all lights off. 


